Our Vision
All teachers will work at high levels so that all learners can work at high levels!

Our Mission Statement
Travis Career & Leadership Academy will promote academic excellence while ensuring that students are prepared for a College and Career ready world in a safe learning environment, while having two-way communication with all stakeholders.

Our Beliefs
Our campus will be one that promotes truth, honesty, respect & responsibility!
Labs at Travis
Hands-on interaction is very important to us. To support this we employ many different labs.

Leadership Lab
The Travis Leadership Lab is designated to promote leadership opportunities to strengthen the character and intellect of our students through our Travis Ambassador Leadership Lab.
- Leadership Development is taught through an interactive process.
- Students employ higher order thinking skills through leadership modules.
- Speaking skills are taught to deliver effective communication in social settings and leadership forums.
- Community partnering with college and career leadership organizations enhance leadership skills.
- Students participate in campus and community leadership opportunities and activities.
- Students are equipped with leadership skills relevant to be successful in today’s college and career readiness fields.
- Students will learn and thrive through the Leader in Me and 7 Habits.

Math Lab
In the Math Lab students use manipulatives, to explore and learn using hands-on activities. Math tools help them better internalize math concepts. Lab lessons support the class scope and sequence.

The Math Lab is one of three labs at Travis. Through the lab, third through fifth grade students are provided with real world math and life skills

- Hands-on Learning Activities
- Small Group Instruction
- Instruction Aligned with TEKS
- SMART Board Instruction
- Problem Solving Techniques

Students receive quality instruction aligned with the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills guidelines. Technology is often used to present lessons. The Math Lab also features twenty-two internet-ready computers that are used to complete math lessons and projects.

Science Lab
We use our Science Lab to enrich learning. Through hands-on activities, students are encouraged to think critically and use the concepts they are taught in the classroom.

Travis operates a fully-equipped Science Lab. The focus is exploration of the scientific method with hands-on activities, model-building, and the use of scientific equipment. Travis extends the science experience by:
- Interacting with the environment in our Environmental Learning Center;
- Exploration in our SharkFinder expedition
- Using real-world and relative science experiments to seed passion and appreciation for our universe

Travis offers a comprehensive science program, which includes hands-on learning experiences in the lab integrated with science content knowledge and science process skills. We use the outdoor learning facility along with current technology to help our students attain the highest understanding of science concepts as they grow into an ever-changing world.